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Self- report studies of delinquent behaviiir h 'called into ques-

tion t e once widely accepted belisef 61 a stro inverse relzilopship

INTRODUCTION

4

:'
e

.
.

between cial,cla'ssi3osition and delinquent ehavior. It is now^a.

common conaldsion that social class is "r -Ily a poor predictor of
/

ie

delinquency" (E ickson,and Entpey, 1965 72). This assertion does per-

hap greatest damage to the so-call "strain" and "subLltural"

theories of delinquency that are irected. it lower class delinquency.
.

Strain theories of delinquency

.

to "middle class goals," a frustrated by theirinabilitx to iti-

mately achieve such goal and tierefore turn to illegiti means.

Time that lower class youths aspire
4

Subcultural iheories'o delinquency assert-that lower ss you ths

, simply have their o values and focal concerns th differ from ad...

. dle class norms, a d the yours /are often delinlitent when they follow

.

their own val4es Strain theory is typified by Merton (1957), sub-
. ,

cultural theo by: Miller` (1958) and Cohen/(19550. Cloward and Ohlin
...- .

. .5.

(1960)., on e other hand, contribute to both perspectives.
'0

Although,the theories difftro.i.n someimPortantways, they all

imply that the,frequency, aeriousnes, And patterns of derinquent be--

havior should vary by social class, and thatdfffereni processes lead

to delinquent behavior in different social classes (cf. Cohen, 1955:
41,

162-I69). In additi they assert that. 'periods -and frequent delin-

Ident activities ar, piimari y 'lower class ph'enomena. Such assertions,
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however;* ara not consistent with .the data .on the relationship between, .

delinquent behavior and .socioeconomic status OW), often viewed .as
crucial tests of s train and subculture theories.

RESEARCH RELATING SES AND DELINQUENCY

Official statistics fr'om police and court records to indeed show
greater lower °class delinquency: However, inconsistent police and.

c'court responses to similar dev'Iant acts function to reduce ,dplinquency:
,frOm a/variable to an attribute. Official statistics; therefore, may

be more useftil. in our understanding of society's reaction to delinquent
acts'than in providing explanations for delinquent behavior.

The class - related theories predict a differential social distribu-
tion of delinquent acts due to variablp pressures and norm"; but they
remain silenion the subject of the official labeling of delinquent be-
havior (Cloward and Ohlin, 1960:3). Therefore, seLf - report data are
'more relevant to ()he theoreticai clams than are official records. di

A major flaw. in self-report studies, however, is that legal def-
initions of delinquencly are often disregarded. bievodeviktion from
"ideals" should not be eguated with the delinquency".that. the theories

'attempt to explain, defined by Hirschi as "acts, the detectr&on of which
$is thought to result in' punishment of the person committidgAhers by

It is noteworthy -that "SES" is used here instead Of so.cial.
T his- is not an oversight, butt recognition of the fact thaLre'search

A

typically employs .SES measured by. father's occupation as the indicator
of the social classes mentioned i/tr the theories;:a diffe'rence believld,
to be significant.

,

3

.
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agents of the larger society" (Ilirschi, 1969:47). Yet at the present time,

the self- `report studies, espeCiallyhen they employ Sttuatory defini-

tions of delinquency,. ar the most valid tests of the theories; problems

'of reliability and validity have been widely discussed (see for example

\'
Hood and Sparks, 1970:6t-70) and need not be reiterated here. -

Several self-report studies report a relationship between social

class and detinquent behavior: Gold (1966) finds a slight negative're-

lationship (for boys only) which accounts for no more than 4% of the

variance. Erickson and Empey, who obtain similar results,, conclude

that class is "really a poor predictor of delinquency" (1965:272): The

studies conducted by Reiss and Rhodes,(1961), MacDonald (1969), and

Gold (196 ) are not'comparable bpcause they employ both self-report

and official data', or reriorts of police contacts to label boys delin-.

'quent or nondelinquent.

Hirschi states :1 "careful quantitative research shows-again and

n that the relation between'socioeconomic status and the commission
,

of deiinqurnt acts is small, or nonexistent" (Hirschi, 1969:6A44 rThee
.

et
/

is considerable empirical' support for this view in the literature, in-

cluding tests for both boys and girls, various community sizes, numerous

Hypes of offens/Es, and-diverse locations (Nye,'Short, and Olson, 1958;

Dentler and Monroe, 1961; Clark and Wenninger, 1962; Srocum,and Stone,

1963; Akers, 1964; Nye, 1958; Porterfield, 1943;' Porterfield and Clifton,

1946; Himelhoch, 1964; Pine: 1965; libber's and Ahrenfeldt, 1966; Stinch-
..1

comae, 1964; Voss, 1966; Jessor, :et al., 1968; B4rger and Simon,: 1974;

Williams and Gold, 972; 'Kelly and Pink,. 1973; Frease, 1973; Weis, 1973:..

415; Arnold, 1965; Vaz, 1966).

tr
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4Given that the frequency of delinquent'behavior appears to be re-.

latively evenly,distributed along the SES scales; proponents o class

views insist that the type of offenses varies systematically by S
4hih41967,,. the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administ

Lion of JudtiCe concluded that "...especially the most' eriou

quency, is committed disproportionately by slual and lowerrclass youth"

(Presiojont's.Co(mm,ission 1967:57).: In 1976, Gibbons drew a similar

. zonclilsion. According to Gibbons (1976:38), the ".Y.evidence indicate;
,

, .
' that the more serious, attionable offenses are more frequent among per-,

sons ot'lower socioeconomic status."
#

,*-... ,

1,-

Perhaps the central argument made by scholars who believe offenses'

to be more seriousin lower SES gfoups is that self-report schedules
.

are often so loaded with "nuisance offenses" (of which lower SES youth

*

are not presumed to be disproportionately guilty)*that the.results over-

estimate the amount of middle class delinquency. For example; Nye and

SAt (1956f328) purposely chose items which would be "committed by an ,

appreciable segment ofthe population" in attempting to scale "delin-
.

') quent behovior.". They included defying parents' authority, skipping

school, and driving without a license. Since these forms of demiance ,

:
, (, .

are undoUbtedly widespread, they may-tend to distort or mask SES dif-
.*

.., .

41r/

.ferenc in "real" delinquent behavior. The objection against nuisance
\

.

offense's does not hold in all cases, however. Hirschi (1969:54) opera-

tionalizes delinquency in terms of six legally punishable offenses (for

adults as well as juveniles) and finds little or no evidence of a re-,

'lationship-between SES and delinquency (1969:69):' Gold (1966) also

cheats for seriousness, erTiploying very careful methods,.and finds only



*a slight relationship

. The conclusion dra

queneacts is not related to SES. Yet the evidF

5

4

rf.
by'Empey (1967) is that the seriousness of delin-

does not appear

to be as convincing as with he frequencSr'ot delinquent acts. Gold

(1966) *erns that anonythoOs o rreporting of trivia by middle cl s
'

adolescents may lead to an overestimate of.their.involvement in serous

delinquency. Moreover, institutionalized delinquents have been found

to be more,,seribus qffenders than their noninstitutionatifed peers

(Hold- and Sparks, 1970:58; ShOrt and:Nye, 1958). Since more official
.

delinquents, are in fact lower class, samples drawn from-noninstituti9n7

alized populations tend to reveal too little "seriousness!' of lower

class-delinquency. Although such qualifications reduce the argmettti
..., . . ec

F\'against class-related theories, the overalk fact remains that there_is
. -

'
.-- . 4.

very little dir4ct spppOrt fof these theories in the 'self- report dad'.
. ,

.. . .
,

( . .
..40n the surface, it seems relatively safe to agree with'Empey that "social

'class by itself may be a poor clueto delinquency" (Empey,1967:32).

EMPIRICAL TESTS OF CLASS-RELAJED"I'MEORIES

1114

. . The most distressing point .about the testing of clasp theories isI
well stated by'Hirschi (1969:71): -,

%/-

...The
.

class model implicitin most theoitieloof delinquency is
Tp-peculiarly top:heaVy; two ass model made up on the over-
whelming majority of respectable people on the one-hand and the
aumpenprolebariat on the, other. The stratificabion model used
by delinquency researchers iSanotherfhing....The groin:Law a ,a

'01-0.ihquency thedribt have had-in.mind may not be well repre-
sented,lif-it is represented at 411.

Hence, 'the typical' study probably does not include Many of the "lumpen-

proletariat" or theoretical-lower class. (Schoenberg (1975), for example,
.

could not include "family economic pathology' °variables frellid

.dhry aalysia of self-report data, as the vatiances wefe too'sm411 to
%)
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obtain-reliable estimates. Equally damaging isthe likelihood that

' when "true lower class" students are sampled, they are probably un-

identifiable as a distinct group'when respondents are stratified by

SES of father's 'occupations.

Researchers'have usually turned to father's occupation as the

indicator of social. class mainly becaute it is an easy indicator to

adidnister in a questionnaire. ThereSult is that most 4efinitions of

class " employed in research are stepladders'of occupational

types. The .difficulty is that these measures havA very little in com-

mon with the. implied (or explicit) theoretical' class model. Because

more than one occupation category is often included in a composite 4

"lowerclass,".vircually every research "clast" category, such_ as

collar or unskilled labor, undoubtedly includes some economically ,se-

cure union workers as well as those who are destitute.

At is doubtful that any father's occupation scale -7 even one, di-

chotomizing "lower class" versus "the rest" as consistently-as possible

with clats theories -- can serve effectively in testing these theories

of delinquency. Many members of the so-called lower class will be tabu-

lated "not classifiable" if the father'is unemployed or absent... Denfler

and°Monroe (1961), for example, found t7% of their sample not clagsiL
e

fiable by father's occupation. It seems unlikely that this proportion

of the sample would.be randomly distributed by social class. For these

.reaso us- -the re- 46, - - a*? ed reri sed. -Conceptualizatiern- untl iriegStiftlikti t

o social class before case plisitions can be adequately tested.
4

THE UNDERCLASS/EARNING CLASS MODEL

r

Gunnar Nyrdal

underclass"'which

(in Heller, 1969:138-43) has observed an American

.bears similarity to th delingUency theorists' lower
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r

class category; He describes the underclass as "not really an irate-: ,

grated part of the nattn but-a useless and 9iserable sustiatum." The
t,

, ..,

underclass is the poverty bless and its members are:slum' dwellers.
)

.
.

-Consistentulth strain theory, Myrdal's Underclass is characferiied by
.

_ --:------
,

.
. /

very limited opportunity. It is not,hoWever, defined by fh SESof.

father -'s occupation; instead the definition includes a coAstellatiOn of
A

factors such as unemployment or matginal employment, rack of 'schooling'

*
or training, and pOverty level income. It is a picture of a social

class 1.tat is not very different'from the traditional class-basea theories

(cf. Cohen; 1955).
AN,

I believe that more fruitful tests of class delinquency theories

may be mAde'if the concept of underclass is.used and if father's'occu-
.,

pation is replaced by measures such as father's work habits; that is,

marginal employment or unemployed; poverty' level income; and receipt of

Welfare benefits. ,So operationalized, social class may indeed prove to

be significantly related to delinquent behavior.

For heuristic purposes, I shall refer to the rest of society asthe

"earning class" because the current evidence indicates that factors

generating delinquente,involvement are generally. similar in.fmmilies of

blue- collar and white- collar earners. Na claim is made, however, that

blue-collar and white - collar workers in'America enjoy identical life

--chances and life styles. Many ob'serve'rs caution;pgainsf such dramatic

conclusions (cf. Rinehart, 1971). Yet life chances are sufficiently

similar among the wage earners -- in -contrast.to the underclass -- that

the blue-collar/white-collar line may be dropped when examining class-
.

relate tMor:ies of delinquency. An underclass/earning class line is
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more theoreticall/consistent.

Hirschi's- data lend-suppOrt to tile.importa e o the undirclass4
$

model to deynquency, *Although he finds no relation betveen SES
,

.
\

(father's occupation) and,delinquency, self-reported delinquency is
. 4

1 -
related to receipt of welfare benefits and.to unemployment. Moreover,

Hewitt (1970:77) points qut that Short and Nye ,(1957) "found that qnly

in their lo_yest stratum (corresponding roughly with our lower class)

is thete any evidence of 'a 'link between class and delinquency." Since

Short end ,Nye's lowest sti-stam'probablyinaluded
some- non - underclass

respondents, the correlation would probably have been ,stronger for the
4

,"underclass" itself.

Fin 1y, -Gbld's (1966:42)-43)-data are strikingly in accord with

the predicted relevance of social c...4ass'to delinquency using the under-

class conceptualization. His finding of a small negative relationship

between SES and delinquency is not the result of a'. gradual increase

in delinquency as one proceeds down the SESAstepladder. Rather, the,.

relationship is almost ent4ely due to much grdater delinquency by the

lotlest status boys.

To balance thescales, it should be pointed out that Berger and

Simon (19714, in a representkti4 sample of the state ofIllinois,

operationalized "row" class In a manner nottunlike'our,underclass con-

ception and found no apparent effect on delinquency. Their loin clasi

members, who were characterized by father's unemployment and coh;istent-:

ly low father's education-and occupatiqnaf levels,. admitted less.delin-

quencY.than the higher
oerworking clys in all race/sex subcategories:

.

Thus, while father's occupation (SES) is of little utility in the:-

explanation of delinquency, the cbncept of social class and the theories

,
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. =relating,it to delinquency should not be discarded_ here is no reason

to expect class to become.a prime cause or correlate 15 American d

quent behavior when cakceived in underclass /earning Class t , but I-.

do
ta

nticipate that'such a measurement technitlue,may show that variables,

usually assumed to be correlates of lower class membership, such as pov-
. ,...

,

erty; welfare, and unemployment, play at least some role in the causal
* ,

.
scheme. The remainder of this'paper describes an attempt tg lest the

,_.P(' I
N.---\

relationship between social class and self-reportAidelinquent behavior

employing the more theoretically consistent underclass
)

versus earning

class (UC/EC)stratificatiOn model.

RESEARCH PROCEDURES

Since the purpose of this-

the primary sampling criterion
.

variation,in the key variables:

study is analytic'rather than descriptive,
. .

'

was to obtain a sufficient amount/if
'

el

Specifically, my concern was to obtain

and identify an adequate number of yo6ths 'Who could be classified id

-\
the underclass category. The data were gathered, in three Seattle,

r.

Washington high schools that were.selected from areas of the city with

below median average incomes: An anonymous questionnaire was completed

by; 734. scrphmoiF- - it wac administered by researchers during all class-

room sections of a required sophmore subject during one school day.

Other than absentees from school and /or from the specific class period,

our sample includes the entire population of the sQphmore age group
. ,

-(9n are 15 or 16 years old) in three schools.

To guard against the possibility of interpreting sex o± race re-
.

-/-
lationships as plass influences, data were.collectea on-the class com-'

position of the sex -race sUbvte-gories. Se3c, rice, and class (UC/EC)

, 1 1

4
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are virtually independent in our.sample. Only 7.9% ofthe entire sample
4

arclasoibd.ed as underclass (N=58 of q34),'with the sex-race subgroups'
ON 44

ranging from 8.6% underclass for white females (23 of h7) and black
.

esales (3 of 35) down to 4.07, fof black males0(1 of 25). ,Our analysisI.
. .

therefore entails all underclass versus`ali earning class adolescents,

as the two groups Are almostdentiCal in their age; sex, and racial com----
posieion. l'orthermore, the,total number's of blacks (N=60), Aslans

(N=114), and "others" (N=42) are too'Small'to subdivide into Sex and
'

clasA subcategories for valid analysiaXfor example, there.is only one
N. .

. .
, black, male, underclass student). This paucity of underclass reson-

.\,.

-4.,

( ' dents is,due in part to Sea tle , s lack of a "hard core slum," the fact.

'',0

that I Sampled only among school attendees; and ttie restri50* under--;

class criteria. But even with few underclass members,'the fact that
. ,

they are identifiable allows for a test of class -based propositiond.
. .

Students were classified as underclais (UC) or eaKningclasa (EC)
. .

Whothe follot g-manner: AkSpOndents Who reported their-parenis' total

iiirome as. "p` Slevel" Or "somewhat belmiaverage° were, eluded _in. .

. ,
, ., t

the "pool" for possible underclass membership.. Reports of average to

4

s
)

very high income leliels, well as ll oa aure. respOd to; the income,.

-item,4resulted in exaluSion from underc 'b y. Care was '''

,::

-.

taken throughout the tclasSifipatrion procedure that. th respondent not
. .

.
, ,4 .-l

become "underclass" by default. lonly when consistent e dence of low

life chances were provided 4s a student classified as unde lass. The
: . , -

v

. 0 goal was to obtain an underclass group that dial not. include childr

whore parentis were regular earnsra. 'If Cla'ssikicatiOn errars occurred,

.K / ibThey probably resulted .,in the inclusion0...Na few underc.ss students .
.

, * .

.-

iwJthil, larger earning class group.
v.
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The income-based pool of possible underclass members numbered 131

(of 734) students. _To.remain in the underclass, students had to sSipply

evidence of either the family'sreceiptof welfare benefits or the.

father's recent or present unemployment., 'The mother's recent or present

unemployment was the relevant criteriod in households'that.did not in-
.

elude a,fAther. These requirements for underc lass membership reduced

4 ,

the numbell of students from 109 to 80. One again,Jthefew who failed

to respond to these items became earning class by default. It should

...be noted that regular workers who have not received welfare were ex-.

eluded from the underclass even though the family's income was reported

4

a't the poverty level-. Finally, as a check against a combinatign of mid-

perception of family income and an imprecise interpretation of unemploy-

ed, another criterion was added.c. Students also had to supply information

indicating that both .parents had not gradUated from college, or that

both parents were not white-collar or professiona /exeative employees.

Thus, the temporarily laid-off engineer or teacher did not qualify as a

member of the underclass. These data reduced that number of students

who came from underclass families to 58. This low degree of variation

in soc61 class (UC/ as 4 Sell " independent variable will most

rent relationship with delinquent behavior.' 'likely attenuate its ap
,

6

A second measure of social class -- a traditional stepladder of

fathers' occupations --

,Class effect found with

tionship in our sample.

was also obtained in order to ensure that any\
i

the UCiEC measure is not simply due to a rela-
r .

SpecifiCally, the aim was to determine whether

ZO differences in the findings could be attributed tp different measures.a)

Because if that is found to be the case, it would indicate that class-

based theories of delinquent behavior need not be rejected as they have9

ti
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d

been in-past sEudies.

Dozens of ways Se-divide father's occupation into SES categories

can be1fourid in the literature. Each has certain advantages and dis-

.advantages. In this study, T emplgyedUirschi's (1969:69, 265-266)

technique, mainly for the opportunity it provided for comparison or

replication, as Hirschi's sample comprised primarily earning class

students. Basically, the-respondents were asked to name and briefly

desciibelheirparents'-jobs, and I coded the responses accordihg to

Hirschi' categories. The distribution of occupational categories

included: unskilled labor - 10%; semi-skilled labor - 19%; skilled

manual - 32%; white collar - 14%; professional/executive - 26%? With

the categories scored as one through fiye for later analyses. The

7
correlation between the UC/EC and SES measures of class is r-7.15, sig-

nificance =.001. The dependent variable, delinquent-behaliior, was

measured by self-report items. The measure used includes only illegal'

chargeable offenses. Trivial misbehavia's were exclled on the basis

ofelpscu 8in the conception of the dependent variable, as were the so-

called ta,tus offenses fir which juveniles but not adults may be legally

apprehended.

It'Fas pointed out previously that anonyrious questionnaires rather

than interviews were the data source. Such checklist data are often

2 2Hirschi's SES distribution is very similar to this (see Hirschi ]969:

69). Also, these percentages are based on 581 students, as 153 (21%)

failed to provide adequate informationion fathei's occupation. This high

nonresponse rate is one of -,the criticisms of father's occupation'as a

measure of social class mentioned earlier.

14

4'
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criticized because,they encourage more careless responses with few

checks against exaggeration or' forgetfulness. But concealment can be

an equally serious difficulty in the alternative facelto -face inter-

view situation: The problem of possible forgetfulness and e2Oggeration

. in the completion of the questionnaires was not ignored. To counter

extensive memory errors, the time frame of the items was limited to!
/'

"in the pest year". It was assumed that students could remember pre-

cisely or estimate accurately the number of. times they had committed

specific offenses within that relatively short time span without the

prodding of an interviewer. To guard against exaggeration or over-

reporting of trivia, I included self-administered probes for details.

Immediately, ,following reports of commissions of each offense, -each.'"

qtudent was asked to descrille briefly the last such inciclent. This

was meant, to encourage respondents tp "think twice" abolit the accuracy

of they reported numbr of.offenses.' It.also made possible the exclu-

sionof trivial or nonsense responses. In sum, the advantage of guaran-

/teed anonymity was combined with features designed to counteract the

relative inadequacies of the self-administered questionna-ire f t,

There is a final issue in self-reported delinquency measures,,

namely, the distinction between frequency and seriousness of delinquent

behavior. My "gut feeling" is that it probably makes very little dif-

ference which way it is measured. Frequency and seriousness are highly

. ^

related to one another and, more importantley, are,similarly re=

lated to and-similarly "caused by" other variables (Gold, 1966; Williams

a

and Gold, 1972). But to be "on the safe side," and to compare the results

from different measures, I developedindices.of both dimensions.

15

AA V
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The measure of frequency consists of the timple addition of the number

of times the respondent reported having committed each of eight acts

within the past year. The offenses,inClude small theft, medium theft,
, 6

.

large theft, ,car theft, medium'property'destruction, large propety

destruction, interpersonal violence, and attacking someone with a,

weapon. Each offense was scored with the exact reported number.of.

commissions up to ten, while, reports of mere than ten acts of a single

offense were coded as "20." It was felt that recollection of more than

teiispecific occasions is highly unlikely, so that most hIghet n ers

are merely an individual's way of sayingcNany times," whichlwas arbi-

trarily given twice the delinquen4pbehavior weight as ten admitt

missions. The etght-item index of frequency of delinquent beha ior thus

has a range of 0-160. The effective ienge in the sample is 0-96show-
/

ing that no one simply haphazardly marked large numbersfor aMoffenses.

The majority (52%) of respondents admitted having committed at ldttt one'

of these illegal acts within the past year. The seriousness scale is

based on Gold s (1966) delinquency application of Sellin and Wolfgang"s

(1966) scale of seriousness of offenses. I excluded small theft (less

.

than $5) from, the serious s index. Likewise, I 11Fluded car theft if

it involved a friend's r a relative's ,car. Otherwise, the seriousness

score equals the frequency score for a given offense times the "serious-

ness weight" of that offense, summed acrosslReven dffenses. Medium
A "\/

theft ($5-$50) and medium property destruction ($5-$50).were weighted 1.0, .

while large theft and large destruction (450), "real" .car theft, and

simple assault were weighted 2.0. Attacking someone with a weapon with

a willingnesi to seriously injure was multiplied by a factor of 3.0. The

le



44'; .464 /
.1 1

s

0,13x s mple

1- ,-

,
' ser ciusn .f delinquent behavior" scores.. The correlation (Pearson's

- 15

has a possible rangeof 0-260, than actual range in
.

-113. A total of 260 students (35,) received nonzero

r) etwe

p=.001:

t

e frequency and Seriousttess indices :85, significant at

1

_Th e ati provide' io firm evidence that ocial 'lass -- no matte
IF,

how it is meapred --.is a salient factor in generat'4g delinquent

-volvemep
i

t. As shown in Table 1, the correlations bet a dickbomous

1"duMmyiariable" separating gnderclass fro aearning c ss and frequency

THE RESULTS

andseriousness of self-reported delitiquent behavior ate very low and

marginally significant. Correlations between SES of father's occupation,

'and those same measures of delinquency are nonexistent.

I

Cori'elationi (Pearson's r)'and levels of statistical significance be-
tween measures of social class and self- reported delinquent'. behavior.

4.

TABLE 1
4

4.1

. 1
.

(

Frequency of
Bielinvpnt Acts

"
Seriousness of
Delinquent Acts

.....--.

Underclass versus
earning class

r= -.0508

signif.=.087
r=-.0786'

signil.=.018

.

. SE of father'st
occupation

r=-.0145,
signif.=.365

r=-.0?50
sighil.=.276

_

A

The finding of no "SW correlation with illegal behavior is con-
\

sistent with Ehebulk of studies reviewed early in this paper. The lack.
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of an. underiass relationshivlis more significantfor it adds a nOw
. ; 0

dimension tee-the, body o evidence suggesting that social class .s not
.,

;

4.

.

. - s

a major factor in the etiology of delinquent behavor. Eliminating- . 'y - -..
........ ..4v ' . . ,

!

. trivial misbehavior from the igasure of delinquency and-reconceptualiiiilg
,

.
. :

. (

. ,
iclass in a more consistent manner with class-relatedtheores should i

,.

.

.

)
!

-

increase the likelihood of finding a social class correlation with de.1

,

,

linquency, if such a relationship exists. Yet there, is very little in-.

1. , . .
crease in the size of the association.'

I,.
The 1C/EC Model does, however, alter the relationship in the.p9e-

.

dicted negative dikeetion, especially with serious delinquency. Th

undercris'report slightly greater involvement in'iuch activities t

do their earning class peers. In fact, for six of the eight Offen es
or

a greater percentagekof undercless than earning class youth admit

least some involvement. But such additional figures
I

are
%

tdt spec ative.
. ,

,. ,

',....,/
, .

'to-report in'detail, based on underclass sample sizes that are to .small

,150. rule outchance..as the cause oe differences._

Furthermore,,Rur loW degree of variation in social class (U f EC)
.

.

, should attenuate correlations from their "true" magnitude. It ai. . .

, . .

common problem; Schdenberg (1975:70) reports similar inatquacie in

i *variation in related measures in several major self-reported del nquency

1 '3

,

iltmdies. Further tests enco4assing slum areas with larger unde class

populations are needed to Circumvent this difficulty. Samples i eluding

school dropouts and absentees are,also'needed in order_ o allow he

,ranges of, social class' and involvement in crime to reach their 'otential
. . ..

extremes-7%w measY ures employed ,here, if applied under those c rcum-
,..,

. ,
,

stances, couldq' itdeed reveal that social class (and thsrefore class -based
I .

.

' K

is
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explanations) need not be eliminated from the vocabulary of delinquepcY

causation. But caution must prevail.. Thefe is only a slight implica-

tion that Improire0 methodology y reveal that the experience of being

a member of the underclass leads to greater involvement in certain

illegal activities. The findings of this studyyfand,those of other

who come cloie to operationally separatingthe underclass (verger a d

Simon, 1974), suggest that any such relationship between social class

and delinquent behavior would probably be slight.in magnitude.

. '

19
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